The non-decreasing functions whicl are star-shaped and supported above at each point of a non-empty closed proper subset of the real line induce an ordering, on the class of distribution functions with finite first moments, that is strictly weaker than first degree stochastic dominance and strictly stronger thau second degree stochastic dominance. Several characterizations of this ordering are developed, both joint distribution criteria and those involving only marginals. Tle latter are deduced from a decomposition theorem, which reduces the problem to consideration of certai functions which are star-shaped on the complement of an open interval.
Introduction
In their study of selective risk aversion at a point # fi , Landsberger and Meilijson [1] introduced the concept of a non-decreasing utility function which is star-shaped and supported above at this point t. More generally, they also considered non-decreasing utility functions which exhibit selective risk aversion at each point of an arbitrary non-empty closed proper subset C of N, i.e., utility functions which are star-shaped and supported above at each point of this set C. Note that each such class of star-shaped function is contained in the class of non-decreasing functions, which induces the ordering known as first degree stochastic dominance on the collection of distribution functions (of probability measures on the Borel subsets of ). Moreover, each such class of star-shaped functions contains the class of nondecreasing concave functions, which induces the ordering known as second degree stochastic dominance on those distribution functions with finite first moments. Consequently, each of these classes of non-decreasing functions, star-shaped and supported above at each point of C, induces an ordering on the distribution functions with finite first moments that is strictly weaker than first degree stochastic dominance but strictly stronger than second degree stochastic dotninance.
In this paper we study tlese ordcrigs, giving several necessary and sufficient conditions for two distribution functions to be so related to each other. We also consider additional hypotheses under which the necessary and sutficient condition can be simplified, simpler conditions which arc sulficicttt but tlol necessary for the ordering to hold, special instaccs when the simpler suIficient condit.ios become necessary, and some examples to show that certain results cannot be improved.
Some Special Classes of Star-shaped Functions and their Properties
Let U be non-decreasing, star-shaped and supported above at a point It .
That is, U(t) U(it) (t u)S(t), where S(t) _> 0 for all , S(t) is non-increasing on , but (t-It)S(t) is non-decreasing on .L et II be the collection of distribution functions, of probability measures on the Borel sets of R, with finite first moments.
A. Let v (it, v; C; a,, , 7, 6), where It < < v and 0 < a </3 < 7 < . Let 6(a t,)+ 3(t --), a _< < 6(a it) +/3( a) + "t(t ), <_ < b 6(a-it)+3(-a)+3(b-)+a'(t-b), t>b.
Properties of U,,: i) U is strictly increasing of , star-shaped and supported above at every point of (-c,#] U [u, ) and at no point of (it, u).
ii) Uo is uniformly continuous 011 }, vith IUo(t)-u.(ta)l <_ 6lt-tl, and Uo(t)/(1 + Itl) is bounded 011 .
Notes" if we relax the strict inequality 0 < a and allow a 0, then U is still non-decreasing on R and retains the other properties. If we allow equality in any of the other strict inequalities o < fl < 7 < '5, then Uv becomes concave on . Lemma 1. Let i' < x < ,, Y G' C H, and suppose that E(U,,(Y)) <_ U,,(x) for all v (tt, v;,c,fl, 1) where, ,a,/3,3' are rational, p < < , and 0 < a < < 7 < 1. Then, in fact, E(U(Y)) <_ U.(x) for all v (#, ; x; a,/, 3', '5), where a, , 3 ', '5 are real and 0 _< a _</3 _< 3' <-'5, or equivalently 3' [1 G(t)]dt + a. [1 G(t) ]dt < ,5 G(t)dt + G(t)dt for all real a,/3,7,'5 with 0 < a </J < 3' < '5 and a,b chosen to satisfy '5(a-)+ (x-a) 3 '(z It), 3'(bx) + a(t, b) /(t, z). Another one of the many equivalent forms is (3' 
Proof:
First note that for any v (it, t,; ,a,, 7,'5), where (/t, t,) and 0 < a < < 3' < '5, a direct calculation shows that
where a,b satisfy '5(a-lt)+(-a 7(-t), 7(b-)+a(t,-b) (t,-). For emphasis, write v() (/z, u; ; c, , 3', l) and v(z) (/z, t,; z; a, , 7,1) where ,a,,3' are rational, (/t, t,) and 0 < a < < 3' < 1. Observe that for fixed a,, 7,'5, with 0 < a < < 3' < '5, a and b are continuous functions of . Moreover, IUto(x -UtO()I ,< '5Ixl 0 as
x. Consequently,
under our hypothesis. To conclude the proof, note that if E(U,,(Y)) < U,,(x), then for any '5 > 0 the function 'SU. still satisfies this inequality. Finally, for fixed x q (, v), the functions a and b defined by '5(a it) + (xa) 7(x-t), 7(b-x) + a(v b) (v x) for 0 < a < < 3' < '5 remain well defined and continuous as long as either 0 < a < < 3' < '5 orO < a < B < 3' <'5. The cases 3' 's and a ==3'areindependent ofaand b respectively and can be verified directly.t B. Consider the iterated limit lira limUo(/). Since v T oo implies b T o0, we can denote this 31o limit by U(t). where , (tt;{; -. 6) ibr # < { nd 0 < < 6. Thus 6(t ,.), < a 6(a ,) + 7(t ), > , where a satisfies 6(ait) "7( 11) In other words, vn (#; ; k-/6 6) for # < a < (-u) and 6>0.
Properties of U R" i)U,, n is non-decrea.sing on , sta.r-shal)ed and supported above at each point of (-o, #]
and at no point of (It, cx).
ii) Urn is uniformly continuous on , with IUo(t2) Un(t)l g 6]t2 tl, and U,,,(t)/(1 + Itl) is bounded on ill Note that if either of the strict inequalities 0 < 7 < 6 becomes an equality, then Us becomes concave on . Lemma 2. Let # < x, Y G q H, and suppose that E(U,,a(Y)) < U,,n(x) for all vn (#;;7,1), where , are rational, # < , and 0 < 7 < 1. Then, in fact, E(U.(Y)) < U.(x) for all vn (#; x; 7, 6), where 7, 6 are real and 0 < 7 < 6, or equivalently,
for all real 7,6 with 0 < 7 < 6 and a chosen to satisfy 6(a-#) 7(x-#). Another fa_ooG(t)dt equivalent form is f[-a(t)]dt < for # < a < x or even # < a < x.
Proof: For any vn (It; ; 7, 6), where tt < and 0 < 7 < 6, either a direct calculation or two applications of the dominated convergence theorem to the iterated limit Since tt -c implies a -, we can denote this limit by U,.(t), where vL (u; ; fl, 7)
for < u and 0 < Hence Z(t u), < /.r,,,_(t) --< for x < b _< u or even x < b < u.
Proof: For any 't,t.
(u';/3,7). where < u and 0 < /3 < 7, either a direct calculation or two apl)lications ot" the donfinated convergence theorem to the iterated limit Properties of Uo,.,." i) U,, is non-decreasing ot ?R, star-shal)ed and supported above at each point of [u, cx) and at no point of (-oc, u).
ii) U,., is discontinuous at .f, a.lthouglx left cottinuous there, but continuous on the rest of .I t is still true that Uo,,.(t)/(1 + Itl) is bounded on . Note that if we allow/3 0, then Uv,, becolnes concave, in fact constant, on . So, E(U(Y)) < U(x) for all U Sc certainly implies E(Y) < x. Note that this condition is implicit in cases ii) and iii), taking a i 3' > 0 and a x respectively, if v (It; u; x; ,/3,-'/, 6), where x (it, u) and 0 < ( < /3 < 7 < i, then the function U, being non-decreasing, star-shaped and supported above at every point of (-cx, It] U [t,, cx), certainly belongs to So. Since the condition of ii) is equivalent to E(U,,(Y)) < U(z) for such a v, it must be necessary. Similarly, if va (it; x; 3',6), where It < x and 0 < then Uo, being non-decreasing, star-shaped and supported above at each point of (-c, It], belongs to Sc. But the condition of iii) is equivalent to E(U,,a(Y)) < U,,a(x) for all such vt, and hence must be necessary. Finally, let t,tL (u; x; fl), where x < u and 0 </3. Then U,,,.,., being non-decreasitg, star-shaped and supported above at all points of It,, cx)), belongs to So.. Since the condition of iv) is equivalent to E(Y) < x and E(UvLL(Y)) ULL(')s it also must be nc,c'essarv.
For suIficicncy in case i). we actually prove a slightly stronger result. Suppose E(Y)
, z for so., # c. The., lettig p-E(Y) 0, we have E(U(Y)) E(U(Y +)) U() U(x) for every qc, sice such a U is non-decreeing on and supported aboveat It=E(Y+).
For cruse ii), suppose .r (tt, ) attd l] So. Let a be the slope of a support line for t.,--v0,} and be the slope of a support line for U at (l,U(p)). Thc 0 o , since U is non-decreeing on and star-shaped and supported above at both It and , and, hence, letting (,; ; a,, V,6), we have U(1) U(p) U.(1) for all ? will equality for ,, and . Bu he condition of ce ii) is equivalent to E(Ir,())) l;,(.r) and, consequently,
). Then 0 V 6, since U is non-decreeing on nd sarshaped and supported above at l, and if we let v (/; z;, V, ) we 
iii) If a'E (tl. c), t.lc coJl)()w! o1" (' utl)outded abo: any of the following a) f2. c;It,;,
iv) If x (-cx, t/), the ('Olnl)Om,t of (" unbounded below: any of the following 
Substituting these expressions into the last form of the inequality gives
which is equivalent to a) above. 
Comments and Supplements:
A. If B. Conversely, the fact that Sc C S{,,) for every r/ 6 C gives sufficient conditions on Y G 6 II and a" 6 .t o satisfy E(U(Y)) < U(x) for all U 6 Sc, namely the conditions necessary and sufficient for S{, 0. For example: 1. It is sufficient that for some 1 6 C, with/ < x, condition iii) of Proposition is l. If P(Y < p) 0. conditio,l ix') is ,eccs.sary.
Proof: Starting witl il,e ,wcessary ad sufficient condition ii) of Proposition and assuming G(t) 0 lbr t', we let, T ' whiclt implies a and gives
Finally, if we let 3 Too, which implies b , x, we get
Since E(Y) < z was ah'eady necessary t'l'Ona condition ii), we see that condition iv) is also necessary in this situation. Note also that if E(Y) z as well as P(Y < t) 0, the corresponding version of condition ix') Mlows directly from version b) of condition ii) in the corollary to Proposition 1, after dividing by a tt and letting a . 1 . tt.t D. To show we cannot go beyond the above situations with respect to necessity of conditions iii) and iv), we conclude with two examples.
1. There exists a 1" G ( H and an interval (t, u) with E(Y) x (!, u) such that G satisfies condition ii) but does not satisfy either condition iii) or condition iv).
Proof: For convenience, we take -it u > 0 z" and let Y be uniformly dis- In order to proceed, we need to make use of a version of a theorem from Strassen's [2] important 1965 paper, a flndamental work with many interesting applications. First the terminology: Let ,(z) /la'l for . and .'(,t) 9()/9(t) for (re, t) R. Let A,, q), then u0 S:. To show u0 is non-decreasing, let t < t. Then for every U A,,, Uo(t) <_ U(t) <_ U(t), so that uo(t) <_ uo(t). To show u0 is supported above at any point / E C, let t < i < t with o (0,1) chosen so that tt +(1-c,)t /. Then for every U _ A,,, a'uo(t) + (1 a')tto(t2) < aU(t) + (1 a)U(t2) _< U(bt), so that aUo(t) + (1 a)Uo(t2) < Uo(#). Finally, to show u0 is star-shaped at any point tt C, let #/t and a (0, 1). Then for every U A,, auo(t) + ( where a W'(v+) and/ IV'(tL+). 'I'lett it is easily checked that, in all cases, W U + V with U and V having the lrescribed prol)'rties. 
Properties of :
i) is strictly increasing on , star-shaped a.nd supported above at every point of (-, ,1 u [,,, oo).
ii) /3" is linear on (-o,/,) a,d on (,,. ).
iii) The case n 2 corresponds to the ftmctions U of section 2.A. E(U(Y)) < E(r(X)) for all I; E ,q'(', il" a,,(l o,tly if all of the following conditions are satisfied:
i) f G(t)dt > J_,, F(t)dt for ev,.ry .rE :1.
ii) For every I)oun(l('d cotl)O,,('n! of (", say (p, v), whenever n > 2, and -o a'o < tt < a < "|'! __< (/2 --< 5 "Tn-1 --< lln // < Xn ( then condition i)is equivalent to E(U(Y)) < E(U.(X)) for every z .B ut this is the wellknown necessary and sufficie,t condition that E(U(Y)) < E(U(X)) for all non-decreasing concave functions U on . .
Condition ii) is corlaitly tcccssar.v, sico it is equivalent, 1) 3, Lemma 6, to the statement that for every [ ., C ,q'.. w,, I,ax',. 1(17(!')) E((X)). We next show that this condition is suciod, tbr E(l(')) 5 E(/'(X)) wlctever U S{.,., U is linear on (-,#) and (v, ) and tlw slope ,t" I,' on (-, t) is '(it +) We can assume that V(l-U(.) > 0 for othcrvise U(I) l'(t) lbr all Morver, since U is cot.inuous, we see that ,n T ,0O(t) + U() O(t) uniformly on . Since we assume that f :,,dG J" I",,,dl" Ibr ,z 1,2,3,..., we get f UdG f UdF required.
Condition iii) is also necessary, since it is eqttivalent, by Lemma 7, to the statement that for every S.,,) C Sc, we have E(:(Y)) 5 E(:(X)). We now show that the condition is sucient for E(U(Y)) 5 E(U(X)) whenever U S(,),, U is linear on (-,p), and the slope 80 of U on (-,tt) equals U'(tt+). We can sume that 80 > 0, since otherwise u(t) v(,) fo,.
:. to,-,.ch , , ,,-,tnne . = foow. Lt ,. V Finally, condition iv) is necessary, since it is equivalent, by an ey calculation, to E(UrL(Y)) E(U,,L(X)) for all t'Lt. (v;.r;1), where x < v, and these functions belong to S(....), C S. We conclude by sltowing that this condition, along with condition i), is sucient for E(U(Y)) E(U(X)) whenever U S{_,),, U is linear on (v,), and fUdG > -. We write U(t) U(v) .5'(t)(t v), where S is non-negative and non-increasing on R will ,','(/) I'(t,+) tb,' all E (v,o). For z E , define /(x)
. 'FI,,, col,ditio., i)tells us that/2/(cx) E(Y)-E(X) < 0 and condition iv) is equival,,tlt to /'t(x) < 0 for ." < t. Since/'I is continuous at t,, we actually have B(t,) < 0 as w,,ll. Now il" .,'< ,,, tl,,. ,','(x)J,_,(t,-t)dG(t) < Eo S(t)(t,-t)dG(t) Eo[/z()-U(t)]d(;(t) 0 ,as .," -c...itl,',, ldG > -. But then for 0 <_ .'(.') (, -/),1I"(/) < ,q'(x) (t, t)dG(t).
In particular, we " tla! li ,_q'(.r)l)( C. If C {p} algol E()') E(X). I!(', (; _<,, 1;' is also a necessary condition for G <c F, see Landsberger a! .'Xl,,ilijso [3] . P,.oof: Since we klow that [l(.r) /_',:(/-/,)[dG'(t)-dF(t)] < 0 for x < it, and thus for
x It as well, is lc.c(,ssary, ev(q if/'.'(V) < I':(X), we need only to show that this inequality must also hold for a" > p wl(. (; <. I: ,d E(") E(X). So assume It < x and consider Ur S(u.:.), C S., for 't (p" !/: g.. !) wiwre 0 < 7 < and 7(Y-It) (xit) so that It < x < y. No,,. E(I:,,,(V))t..'(l",.,(.V)) -J'__..[G(t)-F(t)]dt-7f[G(t) F(t)]dt.
Hence if E(t:..())) <_ li'(/;,,;(.\)) a(! l:'(1)= E(X), we get D. If C {it}, but E(Y) < E(X), tl,en O <,, F cannot be a necessary condition for G <c F.
Proof: Let G s, F , where tt < a < b. Then G < F,'so that G <c F, but for a _< x < b we have ff(t It)dG(t) a-, > 0 f_o(tit)dF(t).
E. If E(Y) E(X) but C contains at, least. "2 points, say it < v, then neither G <, F nor G < F can be a necessary conditio for G' <c F.
Proof: First suppose that (p,u) ix a conponent of C. For convenience, we take it -v < 0 and, as in example 3 
